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DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
10 March 2013

Society canal clearance; key holders join at Wyken Basin
at 9.00 am and others at Sutton Stop (CV6 6DF) at 10.00
am; finish 4.00 pm at Sutton Stop; return to Wyken Basin
at 5.00 pm [details Brian Pope]

17 March 2013

Society Annual General Meeting, Wyken Basin (CV2 1PL);
11.00 am start; annual reports and election of Officers and
Executive Committee members

14 April 2013

Society canal clearance; key holders join at Wyken Basin
at 9.00 am and others at Sutton Stop (CV6 6DF) at 10.00
am; finish 4.00 pm at Sutton Stop; return to Wyken Basin
at 5.00 pm [details Brian Pope]

20 & 21 April 2013

Work party days at Wyken Basin; 9.30 am start and 3.30
pm finish each day [details Property Managers]

03 May 2013

Closing date for articles for summer edition of magazine
[details Editor]

12 May 2013

Society canal clearance; key holders join at Wyken Basin
at 9.00 am and others at Sutton Stop (CV6 6DF) at 10.00
am; finish 4.00 pm at Sutton Stop; return to Wyken Basin
at 5.00 pm [details Brian Pope]

01 & 02 June 2013

Society Barbe-Cruise from Wyken Basin to Caithiron,
Oxford Canal [details Phil Carter]

08 & 09 June 2013

Work party days at Wyken Basin; 9.30 am start and 3.30
pm finish each day [details Property Managers]

15 & 16 June 2013

Panther attending Waterways Heritage Gala at Stoke
Bruerne together with exhibition stand; volunteer crew
needed to, from and at the gala [details Tony Mann]

29 & 30 June 2013

Panther attending Historic Narrowboat Rally, Braunston
Marina, together with exhibition stand; volunteer crew
needed to, from and at the rally [details Tony Mann]

CORRECTIONS TO SOCIETY CALENDAR
Two errors in this year's Society calendar mailed out on 20 January 2013 have
been pointed out. Please make the following corrections to your copy:
Shackerstone Family Festival 07 & 08 September not 01 & 02 September
Canal clearance work party 15 September not 22 September

EDITORIAL BY VIVIENNE
Thank you to the eight people who took the time to complete and send in
your entries to our Christmas word search. Lisa, our designer picked out the
winning ticket which belongs to Maureen Poole, hope you enjoy the
chocolates Maureen

BIG

thank you for the Christmas cards and
I would also like to say a
compliments I have received for the magazine, it’s a big boost for not only
myself but also for Lisa who puts in a lot of effort to make our magazines
one of the best “kids on the block”.
I hope you can come to some of the events in “Dates for your Diary” your
support would be truly appreciated, I know some of the events aren’t
necessarily on the fun end of the scale ie AGM’s and canal clearances but
they are a vital part of our Society, and we need you.
If any of you Members out there have any articles of interest you would
like me to publish please email them to vivienne.p@ppleicester.com and I
will send you a reply. Your article as I have said does not have to be related
to canals, it can be anything which is an enjoyable read. I will be publishing
some what I hope is interesting stuff over the coming months, and your
feedback for Lisa and myself would be much appreciated.
Anyway, enough of my rabbiting (pardon the Easter pun) enjoy the mag
and most of all Happy Boating everyone, the season is almost upon us!

Vivienne
Editor
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Society Brand Items for Sale
Show your pride in the Society and contribute to our funds by
purchasing one of the following items carrying our brand:
Available from stock:
brass plaques commemorating our 50th anniversary in 2007
pennants complete with toggle and loop
ball point pens

£5.00 each
£10.00 each
£0.50 each

Made up to order:
polo shirts with embroidered logo (navy; sizes S, M, L, XL and XXL)
sweat shirts with embroidered logo (navy; sizes S, M, L, XL and XXL)

£11.00 each
£12.00 each

Also in stock British made 100% cotton tea towels in various designs at £3 each
- just the thing for the new season for those that do the dishes.
Please contact Brian Pope who can show you samples, take your orders, receive
payment and arrange for collection or delivery.
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Boat Builders and Chandlers
The Chandlery stocks a wide
range of products which we are
constantly expanding. We are
boat builders ourselves
and we specialise in advanced
electrical systems for boats.

We specialise in advanced electrical
systems for boats
Come and see us at Bottom Lock, Dark Lane Braunston NN11 7HJ
Tel: 01788 899041 Fax: 01788 891535
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Boat Rally Con
There is always a risk of over-organising an event like this. However, we
tried to anticipate a wide range problems and possible accidents and kept
the organisation flexible to allow for these. As one wag put it: “Trying to
organise steamboaters is like trying to herd cats”
Day one of the gathering was Friday June 15th. We had laid on a BBQ while
booking in crews and giving out information. This was where the actual
rally evolved as we talked to the various captains. In particular the Friday
evening cruise to the Canal Basin, billed as “Optional”, was scrapped (no
one had their fires lit!). So we settled down to an evening of wine, burgers
and nosing around each others boats.
We did however have various members of the public turn up as a result of
the Council website who had to be turned away as this was, strictly, a
private event. Luckily, the council had also published my mobile number, so
I had a steady stream of calls from disappointed Coventrians, thankfully
they were quite understanding and I was able to explain where they could
get to see us later that weekend.

Hasty

Saturday 16th was the first real day of the rally.
Up at 5:00am. Sadly, the crew of Trevor had
to be in London that day which was a pity
because it reduced us to 8 boats. Then
there were thirty English breakfasts for Phil
and I to cook ready for the emerging crews
between 8:00 and 9:00am, whilst steam
was raised. By 10:15 we were all fed,
steamed and ready to go, safety valves
were blowing as well as whistles. It
was a lovely warm and dry
morning contrary to the
weather forecast and it was
decided that Hasty would lead
the cruise to Sutton Stop for
lunch at the Greyhound,
followed by President and the
others as they became ready.
Fleet

It was a quiet cruise and the banks of the
canal were well populated by waving
members of the public. The whistles were
very popular and the children had mixed
reactions, most of them loved it but some of
the smaller ones didn’t like it at all. We did
get some interesting words from a couple
because our whistle apparently frightened their
dogs unfortunately however blowing just one
whistle prompted a peal of whistles from the
approaching boats that lasted about half a
minute, so it was a case of “if looks could
kill.”

Hasty

The canal its self was marvellous, no debris
and plenty deep enough to accommodate
Laplander
even the deepest steamers, both Hasty and
President have a 40” draught and there were no
problems other than those that by better boatmanship
on my behalf could have been avoided. The boaters most of which had
come from quite a long way off were genuinely impressed by our 5 1/2 miles
of canal. This was in no small part due to the efforts of Coventry Canal
Society members for which we were very grateful.
We arrived at Sutton Stop late morning just as the heavens opened. The
plan was to have a nice line of boats moored together near the iron
pedestrian bridge where we could mingle on the tow path with the public
however as the light shower developed into a deluge, we all evacuated to
the Greyhound Pub for lunch. We were joined by a reporter from the
Coventry Evening Telegraph and the “Vintage Spirit” magazine who braved
the weather to take pictures and chat to some of the boaters. Around 3pm,
President’s Captain David Stott suggested that, as the weather was starting
to clear, perhaps we make our way back to the wharf.
With wet clothes drying around our boilers, we
raised steam and by 3:30pm the rain had
completely stopped and we set off, arriving
back at the wharf for 5pm. Although our
visit to Sutton Stop had been a complete
wash out, on the bright side, the trips to
and from were blessed with fine weather.
Saturday evening was the club meal. We
booked the Living Environment Trust’s trip

President

President

boat The Coventrian for a 24 seat evening meal
cruise. The crew couldn’t have been more
helpful and as well as the dinner cruise they
agreed to moor the Coventrian in the wharf
and keep the bar open until 11:30 so that it
can be used as a floating club house. The
after dinner talk was given by Chris
Stubbings (“Stubbo”) about his life and
experiences from an apprentice wheelwright to
lock keeper on the GU. I didn’t attend this
event but received positive feedback from
those who did. Also there was an award
ceremony where Whistle Down The Wind
won the Trophy for coming the furthest
distance to the rally under steam, more
than 200 miles.

Sunday morning was a later start and as
everybody knew their way around by now we
left them to cook their own breakfasts whilst Phil
and I prepared our boats for the cruise to Coventry City
Centre Basin. Trevor’s crew were back from London and joined in for the
day but, sadly, because of work commitments and crewing shortages
Radnor was not able to, so once again we were down to 8 boats. Hasty set
off first mainly because of her deep draught, the plan was that she clear the
way through the shallow bridges so the other boats wouldn’t get stuck,
however there were very few problems.
Laplander

Plenty of spectators regularly spaced along the towpath with cameras ready
an indication of what to expect at the basin. On arrival I have to say I was
surprised to see how many people had turned up to see the boats. It wasn’t
the Olympics, however there was a welcoming committee of perhaps 50
people including some families with small children that were reduced to
tears when we blew our whistle in response to requests from the crowd.
We had worked out a parking plan for our arrival but unsurprisingly this
quickly turned into chaos, but after a bit of shuffling around, we were all
settled in.
The weather was bright and dry and there was a steady stream of people
milling around the boats. SNB President representing the Black Country
Living Museum did well with their publicity and contributions. I was visited
on Hasty by a number of work colleagues, friends and family which made

the event very satisfying especially as I hadn’t
seen some of them for quite a long time.
From time to time the boats burst into a
chorus of whistles no doubt started by
Daniel Hutchinson on Emily Anne who was
decidedly “Whistle Happy”. I was told later
that the whistles could be heard on the
other side of the city centre. One person in
the overlooking block of flats shouted her
displeasure at the noise of the whistles but
unfortunately we miss-heard her and blew them all the
more, sorry about that.

Photo from flats

We had hoped to have a few things going on in the basin to keep the
steam theme going. A brass band but they unfortunately wanted payment.
As we were doing this at our own expense, we didn’t have funds to employ
them. We had a very kind offer From “Stubbo” to bring a number of
minature traction engines along, unfortunately was impossible because, not
for want of trying, we couldn’t get anybody to unlock the gate! However,
the rally did attract the interest of some of the city’s officials who were
impressed enough to express a desire to cooperate if we decide to organise
a second event in 2013, we shall see.
It was a very successful day and well attended throughout. We reired to
Swan Lane Wharf for a post-rally curry cooked by a friend of mine who had
been a chef in Paris. After curry, it was surprising how quickly the boats and
crews vanished and we were once again back to normal at the wharf.
There are some big thank yous that have to be made, firstly to the
management of Swan Lane Wharf, Peter, Marilyn, Alan and Paul who
placed the resources of Swan Lane Wharf at our unlimited disposal
throughout the event and the weeks before. The Friends Of President who
had just completed a three week marathon to attend the Jubilee Pageant
in London and the crews of Radnor, Whistle Down The Wind, Emily Anne,
Trevor, Laplander and Tixall. John Birkin who loaned us his wet dock when
it was raining and by no means least, the moorers of Swan Lane Wharf,
who kindly moved over so we could squeeze in.
In 2013 we intend to repeat the rally but hope to expand it a bit to include
some steam launches and some historic boats.

Ashby Canal Association
Changes are planned for the boat safety scheme inspections.

The scheme has not changed for privately owned boats since 2005, but new
checks will be introduced from the 1st of January 2013.
These new checks are not expected to significantly increase the number of
failed inspections as many of the new checks are advisory, but there is no
doubt that the incorporation of these new checks would significantly
increase the safety of the boat and more particularly its crew.
The majority of the changes to the checking procedures that your examiner
will use to assess your boat are editorial in nature and will have no impact.
However, there are some new checks being introduced, some of which will
be mandatory and others advisory.
These new checks cover fuel filling points, portable fuel tanks in engine
spaces and high pressure LPG pigtails amongst others, but let’s highlight
two specific areas, 240v installations and gas locker integrity.
There are a number of checks being introduced to determine the condition
of any 240v installation. For example, any inlet sockets and trailing leads
will be inspected. All circuits will be expected to pass through a consumer
unit and switching will need to be present if more than one source of
power is fed to the mains outlet sockets onboard.
With regard to the gas locker, the examiner is expected to ensure that there
is no path for any gas leakage to enter the interior of the vessel. In practice,
this means that the locker will need to be clear of any other items at the
time of the inspection so that he can be confident that the locker is gas
tight and that any repairs are properly made and of the right material.
For further details of the changes see www.boatsafetyscheme.com or speak
to your examiner.
Nigel Smith of the Ashby Canal Centre is a local examiner who works
around the Coventry & Ashby canals and he is always happy to answer any
of your questions about the scheme. He can be contacted on 01455 212636
or by email nigel@ashbycanalcentre.co.uk

Nigel Smith MIMarEST, ABSE
Ashby Canal Centre
Willow Park
Stoke Golding
Nuneaton
Warwickshire
CV13 6EU
01455 212636
07940 579012
nigel@ashbycanalcentre.co.uk

MEMBERSHIP NEWS
The forty-eight members who have not already paid this year's annual
Society subscription are reminded that it was due on 01 January. They
will find a renewal form enclosed with this magazine. The appropriate
subscription and completed form are to be returned to Brian Pope
(moorers may pay their mooring fees at the same time). If you receive a
renewal form but have paid your subscription since 12 February then
please ignore it.
This reminder can be disregarded by Canoe Section (Mercia Canoe Club)
members as your annual club fees due on the anniversary of joining the
club include the Society subscription.
The new members named below are welcomed to the Society and we
look forward to meeting you at social events, boater's gatherings, work
parties or out and about on the waterways:
Name(s)

Interests

Emma Louise Chester

Canoe Section member

Richard Smith

Canoe Section member

Alan Walker

Learning about Britain's canal
network and boating

It was with sadness that we have learned of the recent death of Tony
McCullagh. A member of the Society and a moorer at Wyken Basin for the
last twelve years, when given work party tasks Tony quietly got the job
done.
MOORING FEES
Annual mooring fees due by the 31 January have not been received to
date from eleven moorers. They will find a copy of their previously mailed
invoice enclosed with this magazine. If you receive a copy invoice but have
paid your fees since 12 February then please ignore it.

LICHFIELD CANAL

by Robert Nash

The Lichfield Canal covers a distance of
just over 7 miles through 30 locks from
Ogley Junction on the Birmingham Canal
Navigations (BCN) to Huddlesford
Junction on the Coventry Canal.

tion to Lock 24

Figure 1. Restora

I was built between 1794 and 1797 as
the Ogley Locks Section of the Wyrley
and Essington Canal. Navigation was
ended by the British Transport
Commission Act, 1954 and much of
the canal was drained and filled in
during the 1960s.
The Lichfield and Hatherton Canal
Trust was formed in 1988 to restore
the Lichfield and the Hatherton
canals.
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I was able to visit some of the work
carried out by the trust alongside the
Tamworth Road entering the path of
the canal from Cricket Lane.
After the canal was abandoned a
large diameter water main was
inserted in the bed of the canal.
Detailed information of the trust’s
work can be found on
www.lhcrt.org.uk. I recommend a
visit to look at the work and walk
along the path of the canal.
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A Brief History of the Stop
House at Braunston

Braunston has always been the centre for the waterways in the South
Midlands. This is because boatmen stopped for provisions, cargoes,
boat building, repair and painting. Also because the Stop Lock was the
first narrow Lock North of London. This resulted in Braunston
becoming a significant transhipment Port, with warehouses and
wharves maintained by several important carrying Companies.
The Stop House was built in 1796 by the Oxford Canal Company, 26
years after the Oxford Canal reached Braunston and 3 years after the
opening of the Grand Union Junction Canal. It was built at the time of
the window tax and the two side windows in the top half of the
hexagonal bay siding the canal were actually built as brick walls.
They were painted to look like windows and were knocked out and
replaced with sash windows in 1990.
The building was the major district office on the Oxford Canal
Company and it was manned by the Company Agent. He would have
worn a bowler hat and lived in the Stop House. Other staff would have
included a Toll Clerk and a Night-watchman. The Night-watchman
would have been stationed in what is now the Reception Office, and
would have had a bed, desk and fire. The Toll Clerk would have
worked from the Exhibition Room. It is presumed that the small black
trap door was used to pass payment into the office as canal men would
not have been welcomed inside.
Looking at the metal window frame of the Reception Office from
outside, half way up on the left hand side is a small hole. It is believed
that this was used for threading a piece of string (cotton) which would
stretch from a tree on the offside, across the canal and through a hole
where it would ring a bell when lent upon. This was aimed at catching
boatmen who tried to avoid paying tolls by covering their horses
hooves with dusters to silence them and creeping through in the dead
of night.

Each new boat entering a Canal Company’s waters would have been
put into a gauging dock and calibrated before the boat could be used
on the system. The empty boat would have been loaded with half
hundred weight sacks, and a record made of the freeboard (the
distance from the gunwales to the water) at the front and back of the
boat as each sack was added. Once the weight had been determined
the information would then be copied into a thick volume for each
office on a given waterway.
To determine the level of toll to be paid, the Toll Clerk would measure
the height of the boat above water from the gunwales at the front
and back. He would then refer to the gauging book or sheet of that
particular boat to calculate the load, and then multiply it by the
current charges for the type of cargo; valuable cargoes like coal
attracted higher toll charges than say manure or roadstone.
The Stop House is so called after the lock which once stood outside the
building. It’s purpose was to require boats to stop and be assessed for
tolls, and also to act as an emergency flood control mechanism,
protecting the precious water on one side should there be a breach or
leak on the other. (Canal Companies were fiercely protective of their
water supplies, as reservoirs and pumping systems were enormously
expensive). The lock was unusual in that it was 80’ long and 8’ wide.
Following an amalgamation of eleven Canal
Companies, the former Grand Union
Junction Canal became a major part of
the Grand Union Canal in 1929.
The new Company operated 276
miles of waterway between
London and Birmingham,
and London and
Nottingham via the
Leicester Line, the River
Soar and the Erewash
Canal. Until this time
the width of most
canals in the main was
72ft by 7ft.
To be continued in the
Summer Edition.

Please visit our website at
covcanalsoc.org.uk

WENTWORTH FUELS
“Cash & Carry at its best”
SMOKELESS FUELS & COAL
LOGS, KINDLING & CHARCOAL
BOTTLED GAS FOR HOME OR LEISURE
SPARE PARTS FOR SOLID FUEL FIRES

IN OUR SHOWROOM NOW!
MULTIFUEL STOVES
FIRESIDE ACCESSORIES
COAL BUNKERS
BULK ORDERS CAN BE DELIVERED
‘BOAT SIDE’ TO ANY LOCATION WITH
ADEQUATE VEHICLE ACCESS

ONLY BY SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT - PLEASE ‘PHONE

OPEN WEEKDAYS 9 - 5PM
AND SATURDAYS 9 - 4PM

Tel: 02476 361 717
CHANNEL WAY, OFF BLACKHORSE ROAD
LONGFORD, COVENTRY, Nr. JUNCTION 3 M6
www.wentworthfuels.co.uk

The object of the society shall be to promote and encourage,
in all possible ways, the proper use and maintenance in good
order of the Coventry canal and all connecting waterways.

The objective stated above was adopted by the Coventry Canal Society when it was formed in 1957.
During the rebuilding programme after the WW II, the Coventry City Council put forward a plan that
surrounded a modern traffic free centre with a ring road. This new road was to be built across the
canal, which unlike the old medieval city centre and cathedral had survived the blitz. Local members
of the I.W.A. including David Hutchins, who worked for the council and Bert Dunkley, a local canal
enthusiast, started campaigning to save the canal.
The I.W.A. supported this campaign and at short notice switched its National Rally from Stourbridge,
where dredging had already started, to the Coventry basin. The event attracted a large number of
boats and thousands of visitors to the rally site. This interest in the canal was harnessed by the
formation of the Coventry Canal Society with Bert Dunkley as its first chairman.
The fight to save the canal took two long years during which time it was under continual threat
of being in-filled and built over. The Coventry Canal Society was very active in promoting the
advantages to the city of a local canal. Eventually opinions changed and the future of the canal
was secured. In 1958 the society rediscovered the Wyken arm, a disused and overgrown colliery
canal just south of Hawkesbury junction on the North Oxford canal. Society members cleaned
out and restored the arm as moorings for members' boats. The first ever canal restoration project
by volunteers. Members of the society and others were concerned about the Hawkesbury engine
house falling into decline and set up the Engine House trust. Later the Trust was incorporated
into the Society and now the Pump House has been the subject of several planning applications
for development – all of which have so far failed.
The Society supplied most of the boats on the first two protest cruises during the early days of the
Stratford canal restoration project. They also provided labour for the Stourport canal restoration
work and later went on to become involved in the planning for the re-development of the Coventry
City basin in the late 80's and the redevelopment of the canal corridor and the art trail in the 90's.
Many members of the Society gave their time and hard work in the exploration, restoration and
refurbishment of other canals throughout the country. The Society continues to carry out monthly
rubbish clearances along the canal. In 1994, the society was presented with a “Queen Mother’s
Award” by the Tidy Britain Group at a special ceremony in London.
The Society boat Panther can be seen at many events throughout the Midlands, promoting both the
Coventry Canal and the Coventry Canal Society. It also follows when attending shows like the Town
and Country Festival, the society finds itself promoting the inland waterways of Britain in general.
If you would like to join us then please contact us either via our website or by writing
to: Brian Pope, 7 Frampton Walk, Coventry CV2 2JE.

